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Dear Customer

Your new Lambda Physik Excimer Laser has been carefully tested at

our facility. Before shipping it has performed at least two million

shots at or above its specifications and has left Lambda Physik in

good condition. We hope that it will give you many years of

satisfactory service. Should any shipping damage or malfunction

occur, please contact your closest Lambda Physik representative

immediately. A test report and parameters and data for the optimum

operation of this laser are contained in the test sheet at the rear

of this manual.
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At all times please observe the safety precautions given in the

following section.

This laser is delivered, as a complete system, in three main parts:

laser head, power supply and vacuum pump with gas filter (see

Figure Introduction - 2 -).

The laser is ready for use after the necessary gases and the

voltage supply have been connected. In addition an air outlet

condui t and a water cooling system must be provided for permanent

installation.
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produces very intense laser

INTRODUCTION

The description of all control .elements necessary for operating

this instrument can be found in this manual and the attached test

sheet. Further some advice on preparations to be made before and

tests to be performed when installing the laser are laid down as

well as instructions for maintenance.

This LAMBDA PHYSIK excimer laser

pulses from the ultraviolet to the infrared spectral region. The

high energy conversion efficiency and the broad, utilizable spec

tral range make this laser an ideal source of coherent light for

all areas of technology, science and medicine.
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ATTENTION! SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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Laser Radiation

This Laser emits high-intensity pulses ranging from the ultraviolet

to the infrared part of the spectrum. These pulses can damage both

the skin and the eyes. Therefore, never look directly into the

laser beam or expose the bare skin to the beam.

Since even diffuse reflections can cause permanent injury, the user

must take special precautions when operating the laser such that he

as well as any other persons present can not be accidentally be

exposed to the laser beam or its reflections.

It is urgently recommended that all persons present during the

operation of the laser wear safety goggles appropriate for the

wavelength in use at all times. The laser beam path should be

shielded by proper means such as pipes, channels etc. to prevent

uncontrolled reflections. The Accident and Safety Precautions as

established by professional associations and unions (in Germany,

VBG 93) must be observed at all times.

Beam stops must be made of non flammable materials.

Only qualified persons should operate the laser.

The enclosed laser warning sign should be clearly displayed.

Installation of an additional warning light is strongly recommended.

High voltages of up to 45 kV are generated in the apparatus. Never

open the laser before the high-voltage capacitors are completely

discharged and the mains cable has been disconnected. Pay special

attention to proper grounding of the apparatus.

Overpressure

Gas pressures up to 3.5 bar (abs) are used in the apparatus, and

incorrect operation can result in pressures exceeding 3.5 bar

(abs). Above this value, the pressure is released into the laser

housing via the built-in safety valve.

The laser must always be operated with the hood closed. This

protects the user in case of component failure or activation of the

safety valve.

The pressure regulators situated between the external gas cylinders

and the laser must be checked regularly to prevent the input

pressure from exceeding the maximum allowable value (6 bar). ~ 070.5 p:s \A
~ 7SJ) PS) 6

Corrosive and Toxic Gases

Besides the various inert gases, fluorine and hydrogen chloride are

also used in small concentrations in the apparatus. These gases are

corrosive and can, even in small amounts, be toxic when used over a

long period of time .
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The following precautions must be observed (see also the regula

tions of the professional and labor associations):

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL ELEMENTS

1. Control El~nts_of the Power Supply (see Figure Description -2-)
1. Secure the gas cylinders in such a way that they cannot

topple over.

2. Open the gas cylinder valves of the corrosive and toxic gases

only while filling the laser.

3.' Lead the exhaust of the vacuum pump and of the laser into a

suitable exhaust.

4. Place a protective mask with proper gas filter in a clearly

displayed and accessible part of the laboratory.

The power supply contains three units, namely - from

the control unit, the thyratron power supply,

voltage (HV) power supply.

1.1 Mains Power Switch

top

and

to bottom

the high

High power UV-radiation can generate ozone and nitrogenous gases.

These should be removed with a proper air exhaust.

Saturated Halogen Filters

Please wear protective gloves when changing the halogen filters.

The used filters are hygroscopic and contain oxydizing agents.

The mains power is activated by a key switch to prevent use by

unauthorized personnel. After activating the switch the blue "Power

On" indicator lamp comes on and the interlock LED I S above the

indicator lamp are activated.

1.2 Warm up Timer

The warm up timer interlock is activated during the 10 minutes warm

up time of the thyratron. After the thyratron has reached its

operation temperature the warm up timer LED turns of and the laser

can be operated.

1.3 Remote Control Interlock

A control voltage of 24 V AC lies between contacts 2 and 3 of the

remote control socket. If the connection between the two contacts

(e.g. a user installed interlock controlling a door) is interrupted

the high voltage is turned off and the remote control LED comes on.

An interlock should be attached in accordance with the regulations

of the professional and labor associations after removing the short

circuit plug.
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Front Panel Power Supply

Description - 2a -

CONTROL UNIT - FRONTPANEL-
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A voltage of 24V AG lies between the contacts 1 and 4 as soon as

the high voltage of the laser is activated. This voltage may be

used for switching an external 24V relay with a maximum current of

100 mA in order to run an external warning light.

1.4 Laser Head LED

This LED lights up if any of the interlocks in the laser head is

activated (e.g. the cover is not closed).

1.5 Power Supply LED

This LED lights up if any of the interlocks in the power supply is

activated. The power supply interlocks can be reset by pushing the

"Reset" push-button below the power supply LED. Only if the cause

for activating the interlock (e.g. overheating) has been removed

the power supply LED can be reset.

1.6 Reset Push-button

(see 1. 5)

1.7 External Trigger Push-button

The "Ext. Trigger" push-button is a two position push-button which

allows the choice between an external and an internal trigger mode.

Pushing the button switches between these two modes. If the button

is illuminated this indicates that the laser is in the external

trigger mode where a trigger signal has to be provided ei ther via

the ttExt. inu BNe socket or by manually pushing the "Manual tt

push-button.
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If the "Ext. Trigger" button is now pushed the illumination turns

off and the laser is then in the internal trigger mode where it is

fired by its internal trigger generator.

1.8 Manual Push-button

Pushing the 1!Manual ll button causes the laser to fire once provided

the "Ext. Trigger" push-button has been set to the external mode as

described in 1.7.

1.9 External Trigger Input

In the external trigger mode an external trigger pulse of + 15 V

and a duration between 10 and 100 Ils has to be supplied to the

"Ext. in" BNG plug on the control unit. The laser triggers on a

positive slope.

1.10 Repetition Rate

In the internal trigger mode the repetition rate can be adjusted by

rotating the "Rep. Rate" knob. When the toggle switch below the

digital display is flipped towards the "Rep. Rate" knob, the

digi tal display shows the repeti tion rate in the internal as well

as in the external trigger mode.

1.11 Synchronous Output

When the laser is triggered from its internal trigger generator, a

signal of + 12 V and 15 /lS duration which is synchronized to the

laser trigger can be taken from the "Synchr. out" BNG plug.
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1.12 High Voltage On

When the green "HV On" push-button is pressed the yellow "HV On"

control lamp and the "Power Unit-Ready" lamp on the lower front

panel come on with a time delay of three seconds. This indicates

that the input circuit of the HV power supply, the gas circulation

and the gas processor have been activated. However, no high voltage

is provided yet.

1.13 Laser On

When the green "Laser On" push-button is pressed the yellow "Laser

On" control lamp and the "Power Unit Active" lamps on the high

voltage power supply front panels come on. This indicates that the

laser will operate now, provided that the right high voltage level

has been set, the trigger pulse is present and that the high

voltage circuits of the high voltage power supplies are active.

1.14 High Voltage Level

Wi th the "HV Level" knob, the high voltage can be adjusted to the

levels indicated in the data sheet. The digital display shows the

HV level in units of kilovolts after the toggle switch below it has

been flipped towards the "HV Level" knob.

1.15 Laser Off

Pressing the red "Laser Off" push-button deactivates the laser and

the high voltage side of the HV power supply.

1.16 High Voltage Off

Pressing the red "HV Off" push-button deactivates the input circui t

of the HV power supply, the gas circulation, and the gas processor.

Description - 6 -

1.17 Thyratron Heater Voltage "U Heater"

The center panel contains the controls for the thyratron supplies.

Behind the black removable plastic cap on the "U Heater" side is a

twelve position switch which can be operated with a screw driver.

This switch controls the thyratron heater voltage and should be set

such that the thyratron heater voltage corresponds to the voltage

specified in the data sheet. This switch is preset at the factory.

1.18 Thyratron Reservoir Voltage "U Reservoir"

The center panel contains the controls for the thyratron supplies.

Behind the black removable plastic cap on the "U Reservoir" side is

a twelve position switch which can be operated with a screw driver.

This switch controls the thyratron reservoir voltage and should be

set such that the thyratron reservoir voltage corresponds to the

vol tage specified in the data sheet. This switch is preset at the

factory.

1.19 Power Unit-Ready Control Lamp

(see 1.12)

1.2~ Power Unit-Active Control Lamp

(see 1.13)

1.21 Temperature 1 Interlock

This interlock is activated if the temperature of the thyristors in

the HV power supply exceeds 65
0

C (e.g due to excessive ambient

temperature or a restricted flow of cooling air). After the reason

for overheating has been removed the interlock can be deactivated

by pressing the "Reset" button.
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1.22 Temperature 2 Interlock

The "Fuse" LED indicates a faulty 40A fuse in the HV power supply.

A spare fuse is provided with the laser tool kit.

The "Open Circuit" LED indicates that the high voltage connection

between the power supply and the laser head is either faulty or non

existent. This interlock can only be reset by turning the mains

power switch to the off position.

1.24 Open Circuit

\

HV trans-temperature of the
o

65 C. (see 1.21)

This interlock is activated if the

former in the HV power supply exceeds

1.23 Fuse

Rear Panel Laser Head
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2. ContE9~ Elements of the Laser Head (see Figure Description -8-)

The connections and control elements for the gas filling and

purifying system are situated on the rear panel of the laser head.

2.1 Control Plug

If desired the solenoid valves in the gas filling lines and in the

gas purifier lines can be controlled via the control plug from a

remote position.

2.2 Control and Power Cables

The electrical connections between laser head and power supply are

guided through two protective metal hoses which are screwed to the

rear panel of the laser head. The high voltage cable is guided

through one connector while all other cables enter the laser head

through the other connector.

2.3 Cooling Water Connections

The supplied cooling water hoses should be connected to the two

screw connections for water inlet and water outlet.

2.4 Vacuum Pump 'Connection

The vacuum pump with its halogen filter is connected to the conical

screw joint by means of the supplied plastic tube.

2.5 Cooling Air Outlet

The supplied air exhaust connection has to be attached to the

cooling air outlet and a suitable vent.
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2.6 Gas Input Connections

The gas filling lines for the different gases are connected to the

three screw connections (1/4", ¢ 6 mm Gyrolock). Above these inlets

are color-coded markings for assignment to the color coded push

buttons which operate the corresponding solenoid valves inside the

laser housing.

2.7 Gas Processor Control Lamp

This lamp lights up as soon as the gas processor has been turned on

via the "HV On" switch (see 1.12 above).

2.8 Gas Processor Switch

The built-in gas processor is turned on automatically by the "HV

On" swi tch (see 1.12 above) on the power supply. The gas processor

permits considerably longer gas-fill lifetimes. In order to guaran

tee proper functioning of the gas processor, the switch must be set

to the position corresponding to the gas mixture used (i.e. contain

ing fluorine or chlorine; see Installation -7-).

2.9 Vacuum Pump Control Lamp

The green control lamp lights up whenever the vacuum pump is turned

on.

2.10 Vacuum Pump Switch

8y setting the vacuum pump switch in the upper position, the vacuum

pump is turned on. The high-voltage circuit of the laser is

automatically interrupted to prevent firing of the laser at unappro

priate pressures.

I
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2.11 Pressure Gauges

The upper pressure gauge operates in the range from 0 to 1000 mbar

(abs.) and serves as a pressure indicator for the gases which are

used only at low partial pressures. These gases must be filled

first. The lower pressure gauge operates in the range from 0 to

4000 mbar (abs.) and controls the operating pressure. The pressure

should not be allowed to rise above. 3500 mbar. Above 3500 mbar the

built-in pressure relieve valve is activated.

2.12 Push-buttons for the Solenoid Valves

The laser is filled by pressing the push-buttons which open the

solenoid valves in the input lines of the gas system. They remain

opened only as long as these buttons are pressed. The push-buttons

are color-coded to permit a clear identification of the correspond

ing filling lines.

2.14 Gas Purifier Connections

If the gas purifier GP 2000 which substantially extends the life

time of a gas fill is used it's in and outlet tubes have to be

connected to the "Gas Purifier in and Dutil screw connections (1/4 11 ,

¢.? mm Gyrolock).

2.15 Gas Purifier Switch

The gas puri fier can be activated or deactivated by turning the

t1Valves, open-closed lt toggle swi tch which is situated beside the

gas purifier in and outlet. Turning the switch to the !lopen"

posi tion opens the two solenoid valves at the in and outlet. This

si tuation is indicated by a lamp above the toggle swi tch. When no

gas purifier is used the in and outlet ports have to remain blanked

off vacuum tight.
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Preparations for Installation of the Laser System

1. Electrical Connections

The laser has to be connected to a 208V (US), 380V (Europe) or

208/380V (Japan) three-phase power line. The correct data for your

laser can be found in the data sheet at the rear of this manual and

on the rear panel of the control unit which is accessible after the

rear panel of the power supply has been removed.

2. Water Connection

Cooling water is required to cool the discharge system when opera

ted at repetition rates above 3 Hz. Two plastic hoses are provided

to supply and drain the cooling water. The water flow rate depends

on the repetition rate used and the temperature of the cooling

water. On maximum repetition rate 4 liters/min of cooling water

(15
0

C) are necessary. At lower repetition rates the flow rate may

be reduced correspondingly. In no case should the water temperature

at the exit port exceed 30
o

C. LAMBDA PHYSIK recommends the use of a

flow meter in the water cooling system.

In order to avoid leaks in the cooling system, the water pressure

must be below 3 bar. To avoid sudden pressure jumps in the cooling

system, we recommend the use of a suitable pressure regulator.

3. Air Exhaust Connection

The cooling air, which leaves the laser head should for safety

reasons be conducted to a sui table exhaust. The cooling air un

avoidably contains small quantities of ozone, which is always

generated in high voltage systems. Also any toxic and corrosive

gases which may be present because of a possible leak in the gas

I
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system or whenever the overpressure valve in the laser head is

activated have for safety reasons to be guided into an exhaust

system. The laser should never be operated without a sufficient

flow of cooling air.

The air must be conducted by tubes or flexible hoses with an inner

diameter of at least 150 mm. Should tube lengths of more than 2,5 m

be required and the laser is being operated at a repetition rate of

more than 10 Hz an addi tional fan with an extraction rate of at

least 100 liters/s must be fitted to the end of the exhaust tube;

otherwise overheating of the system can occur.

4. Connection for the Vacuum Pump Exhaust

Corrosive and toxic gases can be contained in the vacuum pump

exhaust because of faulty operation or saturated gas filters. For

this reason the vacuum pump exhaust must be conducted into a

sui table exhaust system using a 3/4" tube. The length of this tube

must not exceed 5 m.

5. Gas Supply

Various different gases are needed for the laser operation depend

ing on.the wavelength required. The gases are mixed inside the gas

system. Toxic and corrosive gases like fluorine and hydrogen chlo

ride should be used in the form of 3 - 5% mixtures in Helium for

safety reasons and to allow easier handling. These types of mix

tures are obtainable from a number of suppliers.

The gases should have the following degrees of purity:
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Installation of the Laser System

Helium 99.995 % or better

Neon

Argon

Krypton

Xenon

99.99 % or better

99.995 % or better

99.99 % or better

99.99 % or better

1. Connect the Supply Cables which come from the laser head to the

Power Supply (see Fig. Installation - 2 -).

(Warning! Do not connect the power supply to the mains yet.)

Hydrogen Chloride/He: 99.995 % or better, mixed in Helium

Flourine/He 99.9 % or better, mixed in Helium

This is done in the following way:

* The quali ty of Neon 70 seems to depend strongly on the supplier.

Low quality Neon 70 can lead to somewhat reduced gas life times.

Krypton and Xenon can also be used with a purity of only 99.9 %,

however, lower pulse energy and gas mixture life time might result.

The necessary gases have to be supplied by the customer in high

pressure cylinders with appropriate pressure regulators. We

recommend the use of LAMBDA PHYSIK's pressure regulators to

guarantee proper operation. If other pressure regulators are used

they have to be equipped with fittings for 6 mm outside diameter

copper and plastic tubing.

For some emission lines the addi tion of Neon or Argon to the

mixture leads to a considerable improvement in performance while at

the same time improving the shot to shot reproducibility. Therefore

.a T-piece and additional plastic tubing has been supplied which

enable an additional Neon or Argon cylinder to be connected. For

this purpose a third pressure regulator for noble gas has to be

used. The laser is supplied with color coded plastic tubing: blue

tubing for buffer gas and yellow tubing for noble gas. For safety

reasons the copper tubing must be used for halogen, plastic tubing

can not be used.

1.1 Remove the back panel of the power supply.

1. 2 Feed the cables from the laser head through the port in the

back panel and attach the cable support plate to the back panel

using the four selflocking screws.

1.3 Insert the white plug of the high voltage cable into its socket

in the rear of the high voltage power supply and secure by tightly

screwing in the red kurled nob.

1.4 Connect the four thyratron cables to the color coded sockets in

the thyratron power supply. Connect the red cable to the red

socket, the blue cable to the blue socket the black cable with the

blue ring to the black socket below the blue socket and the black

cable with the red ring to the socket below the red socket.

1.5 Connect the four pin plug to the male fqur pin "Heater Module"

socket on the back of the thyratron supply.

1.6 Connect the twelve pin plug to the twelve pin socket on the

back of the control unit.

1.7 Connect the black color coded BNC plug to the black coded BNC

socket on the back of the control unit.

1.,8 'Connect the remaining cable wi th its eye to the ground pin

using the wing nut (on the back of the control uni t above the

thyratron bias indicator lamp).

1. 9 Connect the vacuum pump cable which comes from the power plug

in the back panel with its four pin plug to the female four pin

socket on the back of the control unit.

1.10 Install the back panel of the power supply.

I

% or better

% or better99.99

99.99

(first run) : 99.995 % or better

Nitrogen

Carbon Dioxide

*Neon 70

2. Connect the Vacuum Pump to the Control Unit.

Connect the plug of the pump cable to the socket on the back panel

of the power supply. Take care to ensure that the safety guard for

this plug connection is put into the correct position.
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Rear Panels Power Supply

Installation - 3 -

3. Connect the Laser to the Three-Phase Power Line.

Attention! Make sure that the ground conductor is properly connect

ed.

4. Test the Direction of Rotation of the Vacuum Pump Motor.

A pump which runs wi th the wrong direction of rotation can intro

duce impuri ties into the laser system which strongly affect the

laser performance and which are difficult to remove.

4.1 Turn the "Mains Power Swi tch ll to the on position. Place a piece

of cardboard or something similar onto the intake port of the pump.

4.2 Turn on the vacuum pump briefly. If the direction of rotation

of the pump motor is correct the cardboard should be sucked towards

the intake port. If the pump does not operate correctly two phases

in the mains plug of the laser power supply have to be exchanged.

Having done this ensures also proper direction of rotation of the

gas circulation fan motor in the laser. It is important to test the

direction of rotation of the motor each time the laser is operated

from a different mains supply socket.

5. Install Vacuum and Exhaust Lines.

5.1 Connect the flexible plastic hose to the vacuum pump connec

tion of the laser head and to the filter inlet at the pump. Make

sure the connections are vacuum tight.

5.2 Connect the exhaust pipes for the laser head cooling air

ovtlet and for the pump exhaust to suitable vents.

6. Connect the Gooling Water Lines.

This is necessary if the laser is to be run with a repetition rate

of more than 3 Hz.

7. An additional customer supplied interlock can be connected to

the "Remote Control" plug on the power supply (see Figure Descrip

tion -2-).

If such a switch is not desired the supplied four pin plug with the

red cap may be used to defeat the remote control interlock option.



8. Install

In general

Therefore
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the Gas Filling Lines and Test for Leak-Tightness.

the laser is shipped with a filling of buffer gas.

the laser has to be filled with the appropriate gas

mixture before operation.

8.1 Connect the supplied gas filling lines to the color-coded

inlets at the' laser head and the pressure regulators of the gas

bottles. Use blue for buffer gas, yellow for rare gas and always

copper tubing for halogen.

8.2 For your safety, and in order to prevent air from leaking into

the laser system you have to check whether the gas filling lines

are leak tight. For this purpose LAMBDA PHYSIK recommends to use a

leak detection fluid (eg. SNOOP, Swagelock).

8.2.1 Turn on the vacuum pump and press the push-button for each of

the gas inlet solenoids for approx. 30 s. This will remove most of

the air from the filling lines.

8.2.2 Set the pressure regulators by turning the regulating knob

counterclockwise to the minimum pressure pasi tiona Open the main

valve of the gas bottle briefly.

8.2.3 Set the pressure of all adjustable pressure regulators to 3

bar (42 psi)

8.2.4 After closing the main valves open the outlet valves of the

pressure regulators so that the gas filling lines can be filled

with the appropriate gases.

8.2.5 Now check carefully the leak-tightness of all the connections

you have made with the liquid leak detector mentioned above. The

decrease of pressure with closed gas bottle main valves as indicat

ed by the regulator gauge can also be used as a check.

9. Flush the Gas Lines.

At this stage, the gas filling lines are still filled with residual

amounts of air. Since small amounts of air are detrimental to good

laser performance, the gas filling lines have to be flushed. For

this purpose proceed as follows:

9.1 Switch on the vacuum pump.

Installation - 5 -

9.2 Flush all the filling lines up to the main valve of the gas

bottles. Proceed as follows:
-~

9.2.1 Close the outlet valves of the pressure regulators.

9.2.2 Press the push-button for each of the gas inlet solenoids for

approx. 30 s while the vacuum pump is running. By this means the

inlet valves are opened and the gas filling lines are evacuated.

9.2.3 Set the pressure regulators by turning the regulating knob

counterclockwise to the minimum pressure pasi tieD. Open the main

valve of the gas bottle briefly.

9.2.4 Set the output pressure of all adjustable pressure regulators

to 3 bar max.

9.2.5 After closing the main valves, open the outlet valves of the

pressure regulators, so that the gas filling lines can be filled

with the appropriate gases.

9.2.6 Evacuate the gas filling lines up to the main valve of the

gas bottles as specified in 9.2.2.

9.2.7 Repeat the flushing procedure at least 5 times in order to

remove all impurities.

9.2.8 The above procedure has to be performed whenever gas bottles

are changed.

10. Flush the Complete Gas System and Test Vacuum Tightness.

10.1. Switch off vacuum pump.

10.2 Open the main valve of the buffer gas bottle and the outlet

valve of the pressure regulator (pressure 3 bar, 42 psi).

10.3 Open the solenoid valve of the buffer gas line by pressing

the corresponding push-button (color-code blue).•

10.4 Fill the gas system up to 2500 mbar abs. and check if the

pressure decreases. Any possible decrease must not exceed 5 mbar/h.

(This test may be done over night.) Evacuate the gas system and

fill with buffer gas to 1000 mbar abs.
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After switching on the cooling water the laser is ready for start

up. Before running the laser, please observe all safety precautions

as laid down by law and prescribed in this manual.

Installation - 6 -

12.2 Check whether the gas processor switch is set to the correct

position (see table Installation -7-).

12.1 Check the thyratron heater and reservoir voltage as .well as

the cathode bias of the thyratron. For control points see Fig.

Installation -2-. Compare with the values specified in the test

sheet. The presence of the bias voltage is indicated by the orange

control lamp on the back panel of the control unit.

12. Final Test

11. Fill Gas Mixture for the Desired Wavelength.

11.1 The correct pressures of· the individual gas components can be

taken from the test sheet or from the table Installation -7-. For

safety reasons please observe that the halogen constituents have to

be used only diluted in helium.

11. 2 After evacuating the gas system fill with the appropriate

gases for the chosen wavelength by pressing the corresponding

push-buttons on the laser head. This should be done in the follow

ing order: Halogen mixture, rare gas and buffer gas.



Operation - 1 -
Installation - 8 -

1. Start up of the Laser.

1.1 Turn on the mains power switch and wait for appro 10 minutes.

After this the thyratron has reached its operating temperature and

the warm up timer interlock LED will turn off.

1.2 Set the "Ext. Trigger" push-button to the internal trigger mode

(1. e. the button should not be illuminated) • Turn the toggle switch

'" 0 " 0 " 0 " 0 c-<
<lJ LD C\J 0 C\J 0 C\J 0 C\J below the digital display towards the "Rep .. Rate" knob and rotate>< c-< C\J LD

the "Rep. Rate" knob till the display shows a reading of 2 Hz.
<lJ
+'
(1j 1.3 Push the "HV On" button.c.

0 C\J0 C\J 0 C\J
<:: C\J LD C\J 0 C\J 0 C\J 1.4 Turn the toggle switch below the digi tal display towards the
0 z c-< C\J

IOM
+' "HV Levell! knob and turn the knob all the way counter-clockwise.
OM
+'

sets the high voltage to<lJ This zero.

'"<lJ
button.c. '""" 1.5 Push the "Laser On"

0 0 C\J 0 (\J 0 (\J 0 c-<
E (]) LD C\J 0 (\J 0 C\J 0 C\J
;:l >< c-< C\J LD 1.6 Turn the t'HV Level ll knob clockwise till the display reads the
E

OM
value which is given sheet for thex high voltage in the test gas

'"E mixture which using. If in doubt high voltage of 23 kVyou are a
+'
(1j '" 0 " 0 " 0 " 0 c-<

C. LD C\J 0 (\J 0 (\J 0 C\J will be suitable as a starting voltage for all gases. However for
'" c-< (\J LD

0 best performance the test sheet values should be chosen. Do not let
rn
:;;;

the laser fire at too low voltages for extended periods of time.

"0 1.7 The laser will now fire with a repetition rate of 2 Hz.
'""" '"""0 0 C\J 0 C\J 0 C\J

C. LD (\J 0 C\J 0 (\J

'" c-< C\J 1.8 Should there be no or irregular firing of the laser, the high
c-<
0 voltage must be switched off irregular firing prematurelyc-< as may

wear out components. In this case please refer to the trouble
(])

t>Il '" 0 " 0 " 0 " 0 0")

(1j c. cD C\J 0 C\J 0 C\J 0 C\J shooting section of this manual.
+' <C c-< (\J "'""" 1.9 Once the laser is running correctly at the low repetition rate,0
:>

"" ~
set the desired operating conditions. Do not forget cooling water

<::
oM

(ahove 3Hz) . The working voltage must be readjusted according to""
(\J 0 '" 0 ({) 0 '" fc. '" c-< C\J c-< C\J c-< C\J

(1j
the used repetition rate..c

0

E
;:l

> >E > >
oM N

"'"
N "'" N "'" N "'"X :I: '-. :I: '-. :I: '-. :I: '-.

(1j '-. 0 '-. 0 '-. 0 '-. 0
after an Extended Period of Time.:;;; "'" :::> :>. :::> ~ :::> ';>.

:::> 2. Restarting the Laser

A decrease in output power is to be expected should the laser be

turned off for a prolonged period of time. This decrease is
0 0 0 0 strongly dependent the type of mixture employed. If thern rn rn rn on gas
:;;; :>E :;;; :>E

c-< (\J 0") " output power is too low or no emission does occur, the laser gas
0 0 0 0
r' c-< '"""

c-< must be exchanged.
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General Advice - 1 -

3. Changing the Emission Wavelength.

If the halogen component of the gas mixture remains the same as in

the previously used gas mixture, the laser is ready for operation

after the desired gases have been filled (see table Installation

-7-). If a change of the halogen component is necessary, the laser

has to be passivated according to General Advice -3-.

L

1.1

Decrease of Output Energy

Decrease of Pulse Energy with Time

The decrease of power output
. wi th number of pulses can be partly

compensated for by add1ng small amou t
buffer gas mixture. n s of the appropriate halogen

When adding hal
ogen buffer gas mixture ., lncrease

re8er-

of the

gas

life

inalso

that one gas fill is

even at high repetition

andvessels

reactions between the h 1
a ogens and the dis-

enhanced by the discharges, a slow consump_
Occurs. This lowers th

e pUlse energy with increasing
pulses. Through the concept of the integrated
by the use f

o inert materials the useful

been increased to such an extent

for several hours of' operation

Decrease of the Pulse Energy
with Increasing Number of PUlses

and

Compensation for Energy Decrease

Even in well passi va ted gas

electrical discharges, a slow

to a decrease in the

the absence of
chemical reaction occures which leads

halogen concentration. Therefore it .
that a slow decrease . 1S normal

1n the output pulse .
wi th time The t energy w111 be observed

. ra e of this dec
rease varies for the diff

and is also dependent erent gases
upon the degree of passivation of

the gascirculation system.

1.2

voir

Because of slow chemical

charge vessel, which are

ti on of gases

number of

fillings has

sufficient

rates ..

1.3

t = l/f
HVon max

and f is the maximum repetition rate with which the laser can be
max

operated.

In very low repetition rate applications where the laser is fired

only occasionally it is advisable to operate the laser in the

Charge on Demand mode. In this mode the high voltage is turned on

only shortly before the laser is fired. This is a precaution

against accidental firing or missfiring and in addition extends the

lifetime of the high voltage components. The high voltage is

inhibited when a DC voltage of + 15 to 30 V is applied to the green

color-coded "HV-inhibi t" BNC plug which is located on the back

panel of the control unit. The current amounts to 7 - 15 rnA. If

this voltage is turned off the laser will charge the high voltage

discharge circuit. Triggering with the standard external trigger

pulse can now follow at any desired time, but not earlier than

t where
HVon

4. Charge on Demand Mode
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Energy on the Charging Voltage2. Dependence of the Pulse Output

t be taken into account that. th N it musWhen operating the laser W1 2 UV to

emission lines from the. at 337 nm, other
besides the emiss10n switch must be set to the

The gas processorthe infrared can occur.

posi tiOD "Chlorine".

Passivation of the Gas System

4. Operation with F
2

4.1 SimUltaneous Emission

Due to the absorption of the 157 nm line in air the laser beam must

be propagated in such a way that the beam paths can either be

flushed with a non-absorbing gas or can be evacuated. The two

window mounts are therefore constructed in such a way that a tUbing

system which allows flushing with a non-absorbing gas (Argon!

Helium) can be easily connected. A customer supplied connecting

adapter must have an external screw thread of M 38 x 0.75 and be

able to be sealed to the window adapter (e .g. with O-rings or

gaskets). Such a connector with a Leybold KF 40 flange can also be
obtained from LAMBDA PHYSIK (EMG 85).

Wi th the normal concentration of fluorine which is used in the F2

laser, red and infrared emission lines can be emitted simultaneous_

ly, when operating the laser at 157 nm. These are superradiant

emissions which cannot be suppressed by using special dielectric

VUV mirrors. Therefore, attention is drawn to the fact that one

must never operate the laser at 157 nm without wearing the

appropriate goggles for the red and infrared.

5.

The laser has been passivated in the factory for the halogen gas

component Which is requested by the customer. If no special request

is made by the customer, the laser will be passivated for operation

with gas mixtures containing fluorine. The gas system must be

re-passi vated: (i) when changing Operation to the other halogen

component and (ii) when accidental admission of air into the system
has occured .

the operating

turned off when theisvoltagethe high

low

be varied between

too

be lowered by decreasingThe threshold voltage can

t decreased pulse energy.pressure, however, a

3. Operation as N
2
-Laser

. not required the charging. urn pulse energy 1S
In case where the maXlm t f extending the gas

h the advan age 0can be lowered. This as

voltage the high voltage circuitry.the component lifetime in
li fetime and h' h can occure at

h ld be taken to avoid arcing w 1C
However care s ou operating pressures the voltage

voltages. At the specified

and the maximum value as giventhe threshold

in the test sheet.

which

It is recommended that

laser is not operating.

steps of about 10 mbar and check1 pressure gradually in h
the tota step. Our experience shows that t eafter each
the output power . f' d amount of

the originally specl 1eaddi tion of more than 50 % of in output
t no further increasebuffer gas mixture leads 0

halogen h proportion of buffer gasThe simul taneous increase of t e

the gas mixture has noh the addition of
occurs throug 1 f extended

is operated with XeC orWhen the laser .

t add small quantitlesit might become necessary 0

can

influence.

periods of time,

of Xenon as well.

power.
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General Advice _ 5 _

During certain servicing operations the system must be opened to

the atmosphere. In addition air can also enter both through leaks

in the gas system and by incorrect operation of the gas mixing

system. In case of a leak, the leaking component has to be

identified and repaired or exchanged.

discharges. Now the laser c b
an e evacuated and the desired I

gas mixture added. After 3 fill' , aser
lngs WIth the laser '

laser should ITIeet its " gas mIxture the
speCIfIcations.

these lines. The laser should reach its specifications with respect

to pulse energy and gas life time, after at most 3 fillings with

the appropriate gas mixture.

The 'passivation for hydrogen chloride should proceed as follows:

Fill the gas system with 200 mbar HCL/Helium (5%) mixture and 800

mbar Argon or Helium and wai t for 10 min. without high voltage

Attention During the passivation procedure the partial pressure

of the halogen component should not exceed 10 mbar; (i.e. 200 mbar

halogen/He mix).

as descri bed in

system, a larger number of passiva_
when changi ng l'

rom hydrogen chloride

After extended operation of the

bon gas fills may be needed
to fluorine-containing

gas mixtures.

the exit-window

other. The

It is important t
o ensure that the sur1'aces of '

the rear-mIrror and
are orthogonal to the b

adjustments can be carried out eam and parallel to each

protection shields hav b by one person (after the
e een removed from the 1'ront and

of the laser) with the aid real" sides
mm of a HeNe-Laser and an Allen key (t 3

provi ded as an access ) ype
ory • Each mirror gimbal

Allen screws which mount has two
rotate the mirror about the

vertl' I ' horizontal dca aXIS respectively. an

8.1 Turn off the laser and
remove the rear mirror

Sect. Maintenance 5.1 and 2.

8.2 Alipn 'the HeNe-Iaser h
"" suc that 1ts be

center of the exi ~ ad, am goes through both the
L. -22- rear wlndow l' th

I 0 e excimer laser. (ook directly into the beam Never
of the HeNe-Iaser The l'

HeNe-laser can be • a Ignment of the
facili tated by th

the ' e use of irises which fl't l' nto
eXl t and rear . d

, W1n ow mounts). The HeNe-lase~
the ex I • beam has to en terClmer aser through th . ,e eXlt wlndow.

8. Alignment of the Resonator

small amount of air whichchanged the

can be eliminated by repeatedly flushing

Passivation Procedure

ed.

5.1

When the gas bottles are

enters the filling lines

After the system has been reassembled in a leak tight condition,

the gas system must be evacuated and flushed at least twice by

filling it up with 300 to 400 mbar of Helium or Argon and then

evacuating it again. After this the passivation procedure is requir-

In .order to passivate the system 1'01' fluorine operation, the laser

must be filled with the mixture for ArF (see table Installation

-7-) and then must be run until the laser energy drops to onehalf

of its initial value. This procedure must be repeated at least once

more before the desired gas mixture can be used in the system.
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Maintenance - 1 -

should be changed once a year.
The oil in the vacuum pump

(See vacuum pump manual).

The follOWing

guarantee best

8.3 Reinstall the rear mirror.

8.4 Fill the laser to the desired operating pressure.

8.5 Use the two alignment Allen screws at the exit window mount (3

mm Allen key, accessory kit) to tilt the exit window such that the

reflected HeNe beam goes exactly back into the HeNe-laser (or a

cardboard iris in front of the HeNe-laser). The exit window is now

aligned perpendicular to the HeNe beam.

8.6 Use the same procedure to align the back reflex from the rear

mirror.

1.

maintenance should be

Performance of the laser.

Change of the Vacuum Pump Oil

carried out regularly to

8.7 The excimer laser is now aligned.
2. Changing the Halogen Filter

To change the filter

while

housingfilter

port of the pump

to replace the

the

recommend

the input

holdWhichnuts

the 5 bUilt-in filter elements.

elements. Wear protective gloves

halogen filter at

be replaced. We

wing

f"It1 er elements make Sure that between each
the element facing the gas inlet side an

to

after the number of fillings given in table
as saturation depends on the type

of gas which is

four

has

the

and

After extended use the

saturates

filter elements

Installation -7

used.

2.1 Unscrew

together.

2.2 Remove
the square connecting plate attached

f'i 1 ter housing. to the top of the

2.3 Remove the housing with

2.4 Remove the old filter

handling old filters.

2.5 When assembling new

2 elements and outside

a-ring is mounted.

If no HeNe-laser is available the following alignment procedure can

be used with Al rear mirrors. Small realignments can often be made

by slightly tilting the exit and rear mirror mounts and adjusting

for maximum laser power. For a visual alignment please proceed in

the following way.

8.9 Make sure the laser is filled to working pressure.

8.10 Look down the laser axis from the side of the exit window and

try to align your eye with the elongation of the laser axis. (Turn

up room lights or use a torch).

8.11 You will now see the two electrodes as well as the image of

the electrodes which appears in the rear mirror. A second person

now has to align the rear mirror such that the image of the

electrodes in the rear mirror is a smooth elongation of the

electrodes themselves.

8.12 The adjustment of the exit window can be carried out while the

laser is running. For this purpose the output of the laser should

be observed on a piece of paper and the exit window aligned till a

uniformly illuminated rectangular beam emerges.

8.8 Turn the laser off.

,
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Mainentance - 3 _

wi th the suction cap (which has a specially formed handle

The other type of end reflector is a front coated dielectric or Al

mirror which is pressed together with a plastic spacer ring against

the rear window of the laser by a retaining screw (see fig.

Mainenance -4-). This type of mirror can be handled wi th a plastic

suction cap which can be attached to the rear-surface of the

mirror. The mirror can be exchanged after the retaining screw has
~en removed.

When reassembling the mirror, the suction cap has to be placed in

the centre of the back surface of the mirror and the mirror is then
gUided

for this purpose) into the window mount.

sure that the O-ring

the correct posi tion

problems like arcing in

The intervals for

the fi 1ter housing, make

plate is in

3. Dust Filter

air inlet of the laser headfilter which is placed at the
The dust accumulation of dust oncleaned occationally. Otherwisehas to be

ts of the instrument andthe inner componen

discharge system can occur.

the environment in which the laser is used.

the high voltage

cleaning depend on

2.6 When assembling

used for sealing the connecting

and the housing is leak tight.

5.1 End Reflector

5.2 Laser Tube Windows

The mirror retaining screw has to be screwed on gently.

While doing this, care must be taken to ensure that the mirror is

directed straight into the window retaining ring.

If a separate rear mirror as described in 5.1 is sUpplied, the rear

window can be removed only after the end reflector has been

removed. Before removing one of the windows the gas system must be

flushed. In order to flush the system, it must be evacuated, then

filled with an inert gas (if Possible argon) to 500 mbar and then

be evacuated again. This proceedure has to be repeated three times.

The gas system is then filled with 1000 mbar inert gas. Next, the

oretaining ring of the window is turned 360 degreescounter_clock_

wise with the provided special key to slightly loosen the window
(see fig. Maintenance -4-).

The 6 Allen Screws, by means of which the window mount is Screwed
to the mirror mount, can now be loosened.

time. To avoid

the gas system

and reduce the laser

t de materismall amounts of elec ro

the space between laser dis

small amounts of this

be cleaned from time to

is recommended to flush

d cleaning procedure.exchange anthe

end reflectors. The first type istypes of

This reflector simultaneouslyrear surface.

instructions as given in 5.2 apply.

the windows must

itof passivation

Laser Tube Windows

Changing Resonator OpticsInstructions for5.

output.

Therefore

There are two different

wi th coated

High voltage discharges evaporate

bd Physik lasersal. Al though in Lam a

. d l·S carefully baffled,and WIn ow

h the windowswill eventually reac

the loss

with an inert gas during

a MgF2 flat

laser window and theserves as a

charge

material

4.
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is correctly fitted

all parts which come

Maintenance - 5 -

with

dust

grazing incidence for sur

particles with a duster as

during the'polishing procedure.

mirror hoIder, paying attention

Finally, tighten the retaining ring

6. WindoW Cleaning Procedure

Til t the part of the mount which faces the laser tube slightly

upwards when removing the window mount so that the window cannot

fall out of the mount If the 'd• . WIn ow should stick to the a-ring,

the mount should be loosely attached 'aga~n and the pressure in the

laser tube should b 'e carefully Increased above 1000 mbaI'. The

overpressure wi 11 than pop the window from the O-ring. This can be

monitored by noticing a drop I' n pressure.

Before reassembling make sure that the a-ring

into its groove and that both the 'dWl.n ow and

in contact with the window, ' are free of dust. The crystalline

m~erlals of the windows are sensitive to mechanl'cal stress and can

crack when being pressed against dust particles or sharp edges.

First put the thin plastic spacer and then th 'd 'e WIn ow Into the

plastic collar. Then place the window into the mount and screw back

the retaining ring far enough t o ensure that the window disappears

compIetely into thc mount.

Now screw the mount back onto the

to tighten the 6 screws evenly.

to achieve a vacuum tight seal.

Cleaning of the windows has to be performed ' 1. In a c ean and

fr:e 'area. Never touch the front or rear-surface of a window

your fingers. Handle windows only by touching their rims.

Inspect the window in transmission and

face spots and dust. Remove all dust

these may scratch the window surface

I'

WIt«.N/NGS .. ~ ;V£.vf.f< ~"rt.jh(. fMCf /A...,h'( lower J'fJfJly
niH Ie.en 0'1 tv o.+/fll./-}- -I-{I/Jm/;'vj~ s. or- -/I1~nJrIJv}
yl1 a.7 k J.u-fro;-;vi ..

7he /qJt;/JtlJ rOcrV-11r_!) /d[J~.. tvk(Y1//"urlJ.r;-z.~J.
-k 2-tOrJ y;;bq'l e,x/loJr:'>'! af;!l-N l/Vln.P!ClwS r (af W~o(/I "

/OP).I7/. af ~t#1) .>ftU'1/d j, c:.. (1M/fIeNd a reA..! and fC/'IC'U

, ciCl(J'lf -.j.qk (Jrf'c~u !riyU I
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Trouble Shooting - 1 -

Maintenance - 6 -

6.2 Coated Windows

Trouble shooting

should only be performed by trained personnel

with safety precautions pertinent to high voltage

make sure that all test instruments which are

Do not touch or come close t t f th ho any par s 0 e igh

Please

circui tsthese

which is familiar

its ph,g. Besides the standard lines

45 kV are used in the discharge circuit

and voltages of up to 4 kV regUlarly occur in the trigger circuit.

In a faulty circuit voltages of 20 kV can occur.

connected.

be~n. properly connected to

vol tages, voltages of up to

in

cirCUitry.

used (e.g. high voltage probes or voltmeters) are specified for the

voltage levels which are present in the laser.

Before opening the laser hood or the power supply make sure that

the laser is fully discharged and the mains line has been dis-

This section provides the user with a guideline for some fast and

easy tests which should be performed in cases wbere the laser does

not seem to function properly. The instrument is equipped with 9

fuses and 11 interlocks which are installed for the protection of

the operating personnel and the protection of system components. If

for instance the laser head begins to overheat because the cooling

water flow has become interrupted the laser will turn off auto

matically. Similarly an attempt to open the laser housing while the

laser is operating will turn the laser off. The positions and modes

of operation of the fuses and interlocks are described in the next

two chapters of this section.

vol tage circuitry before the ·groundingcable of the laser head has

In many cases where the laser does fire but fails to reach the
~

specified output power, the reason can be found in a contaminated

or otherwise improper gas fill. In such cases the laser should be

carefully filled with a fresh gas mixture and the resonator optics

should be inspected to make sure that it is clean and not damaged.

Please bear in mind that even small leaks in the filling lines or

filling lines whose inside is not clean will deteriorate the laser

performance. The same holds for the use of gases with insufficient

purity.

Rinse the window with water. Rinse the window with a

Apply the above procedure only to the uncoated side of the window.

The coated side has to be treated according to the next section.

7. Mirror Cleaning Procedure

Mirrors should only be cleaned. by putting a few drops of ethanol

t d d ull ·n a sheet of lens
onto the surface close 0 one e ge an p 1 g

tissue over the surface. However, only a few drops should be used

and some time should elapse between repeated cleaning action,

otherwise the mirror will be cooled below the dew point.

flow of ethanol (reagent or p. a. grade) using a squirt bottle and

making sure that as little ethanol ~s possible runs from your

fingers over the window (this can transport dissolved impurities

from the skin to the window surface). Dry the window by gently

sliding it over 3 layers of dry lens tissue. Inspect the window and

repeat the procedure if necessary. (When using a Freon duster,

always use the duster in an upright position as liquid Freon may

thermally crack the crystalline window material.)

f#

necessary.

Posi tion three layers of lens tissue on a smooth and clean surface ..

Mix two teaspoons of water with one teaspoon of polishing powder

(tin oxide or vienna chalk) and place 1/2 teaspoon of the mix on

the lens tissue. Rinse the window- under a flow of lukewarm water.

Place the window with its dirty side on the slurry and polish with

a circular motion and gentle pressure for 2-3 minutes. Rinse the

window under a flow of water and polish the other side if

6.1 Uncoated windows

W
J1

-
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Laserhead interlocks

1) Laser head cover interlock

5) Fan motor interlock -<

3) Oil flowmeter interlock

Thi~interlock is a thermal sWitch, which is located on the top of

the laser reservoir (left when facing the MSC unit) and opens the

interlock when the reservoir temperature reaches 46
0

C, The reason

for overheating is no or insufficient flow of cooling water at high

repetition rates, or insufficient flow of cooling air.

The motor which drives the gas circulation fan in the reservoir is

protected by an overcurrent interlock which is positioned in the

control unit. Reason for activation of this interlock can be

4) Reservoir temperature interlock v

The flow of oil through the cooling circuit of the MSC unit and the

thyratron is monitored by this flowmeter controlled interlock which

is located at the side of the oil reservoir. If the oil flow is

interrupted or falls below a preset value this interlock is activat

ed. The reason for this can be the failure of or no voltage to the

oilpump or an insufficient amount of oil in the cooling manifold •

which help to prevent

intended operational

inert gas three times to remove all traces of

has to be opened it has first to be evacuated and

an

All interlocks at the laser head are wired in series. The fact that

laser head interlocks are activated is indicatedone or more of the

by the "Laser Head" LED on the front of the control unit.

All laser head interlocks reset themselves automatically after the

cause for their activation has been removed.

parameters and which protect the operating personnel. Five of the

interlocks are located at the laser head while the remaining six

protect the power supply. All interlocks turn off the high voltage

when activated.

The laser· is equipped with eleven interlocks

the use of the instrument outside its

corrosive gases which are used in the laser.

If the gas system

then flushed with

-Cl.Y
. .It.

Y'l

~
._._._X
---p

JCA.
'SJf"
//NI'
V'6..!

DJ-

operation at the wrong gas mixture, a damaged fan bearing, or a

damaged motor. On the bottom of the protective relay is a switch

which has been set to the "auto" position at the factory. If this

mechaY'_2.-...;.,cal switch which opens when the top of the laser
This is a

is removed or not properly closed. The interlock
head housing

posi tioned at the upper left hand corner of the laser
switch is switch is set to the "hand" position the interlock will not reset

head panel.

2) Vacuum pump interlock

itself automatically, but will have to be reset with the hexagonal

push button on top of the relay. In addition the motor is equipped

with a thermal switch which gets activated if the motor overheats.

While the vacuum pump is operating the electrical vacuum pump

interlock switch is activated. This prevents firing of the laser

1 h the laser is not at its properduring the pumping cyc e were

operating pressure.

b",

Power supply interlocks

All power supply interlocks are wired in series. The fact that one

or more of the power supply interlocks are activated is indicated

by the "Power Supply" LED on the front of the control unit. The
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power supply interlocks have to be reset by pushing the "Reset"

button below the LED's on the front of the control unit. This will

deactivate the interlocks if the reason for their activation has

been removed.

To faoili tate trouble shooting in the power supply the following

interlocKs have additional and individual LED's on the high· vol tage

power supply front panel: Temp 1, Temp 2 and Open circuit.

6) Temp 1 interlock

This interlock is a thermal switch which controls the temperature

of the thyristors in the high voltage power supply. It is located

on the thydstors board in the high voltage power supply and gets
\

activated if the temperature exceeds 65
0

C. Reason for activation of

this interlock can be a faulty cooling fan, blocked or restricted

air flow through the high voltage power supply or excessive ambient

temperature.

7) Temp 2 interlock

This interlock is a thermal switch which controls the temperature

of the high voltage transformer in the high voltage power supply.

It is located on the outside of the transformer housing and gets

activated if the temperature exceeds 65
0

C. Reasons for activation

are the same as for interlock "Temp 1".

8) Open circuit interlock

This interlock gets activated if the laser head is not properly

connected to the power supply. The open circuit interlock can only

be reset by turning the mains power switch of the "off" position.

Trouble Shooting - 5 -

9) Short circuit interlock

This interlock gets activated if the high voltage charging

circuitry does not reach the set high voltage level.

Reasons for activation of this interlock can be a short circuit in

the high voltage power supply, a damaged or faulty HV cable between

the power supply and the laser head, a defective charging

capacitor, a defective thyratron or the fact that the thyratron

reservoir voltage is set too high so that the thyratron does not

recover between laser shots. In addition operating the laser at

maximum repetition rate and maximum HV level can activate this

interl~k.

10) Warm up timer interlock

The warm up timer interlock is a timer which prevents the high

vol tage from being turned on for ten minutes after the mains power

switch has been turned on. The timer is located in the control unit

of the power supply. This warm up time is needed for the thyratron

in order to reach its operating temperature. This interlock has its

own LED on the front panel of the power supply.

11) Remote control interlock

The remote control interlock is a 4 pin plug on the front panel of..
the power supply to which the user can connect an interlock of his

choice (e .g. a switch controlling an access door). The interlock

has to be connected between pin 2 and 3 of this switch and laser

operation is possible as long as pin 2 and 3 are shorted. If no

external interlock is desired, this interlock has to be defeated

with the supplied screw in plug (red color cap).
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Fuses

The electrical circuitry is protected by 9 fuses of which 8 are

si tuated in the control unit and one is situated in the high

vol tage power supply. Spare fuses are supplied in the tool ki t of

the laser. Fuses 1 - 6 are located at the rear panel of the control

unit and Can be reset or exchanged after removing the rear panel of

the power supply, fuses 7 and 8 are located inside the control unit

and fuse 9 is located inside the high voltage power supply.

1) Main circuit breaker

This three-phase automatic circuit breaker serves as the entrance

circui t breaker for the power supply. It is located at the rear

panel of the control unit and can be manually reset.
,

2) Fuse Si 102, 5A slow

This fuse controls the second phase in 208V models.

3) Fuse Si 103, 2.5A slow

This fuse controls all low voltage (208, 220V) supplies to the

laser head except for gas circulation fan and gas processor power

supply .

4) Fuse Si 104, 0.8A slow

This fuse controls the input to the high voltage power supply as

well as the fan and the logic board of the high voltage power

supply.

5) Fuse Si 105, 1.25A slow

This fuse controls all control unit supplies.

Trouble Shooting - 7 _

6) Fuse Si 106, 2.5A slow

This fuse controls the thyratron heater and reservoir supplies.

7) Fuse for internal 24V, DC supply, 1.25A slow

This fuse controls the 24V DC power supply in the control unit. It

is located beside the 6 pin connector on the vertical power supply

board in the center of the control unit. To reach this fuse the top

panel of the control unit has to be removed.-
8) Fuse for internal 24V, AC supply, 1.4A slow

This fuse controls the 24V, AC power supply in the control unit. It

is located beside fuse No.7.

9) High voltage power supply fuse 40A, fast fast.

This fuse protects the high voltage power supply against over

current. To exchange this fuse the top panel of the high voltage

power supply has to be removed. The exact location of the fuse can

be found in fig. "Layout HV plug in". In addition the fact that

this, fuse has blown is indicated by the "Fuse" LED on the front

panel of the high voltage power supply.
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Thyratron A. Start up procedure is interrupted

- The thyratron is a grounded cathode thyratron which requires a

heater voltage of nominally 6.3 V, a reservoir voltage of nominally

6.3 V, a grid bias of - 140 V, and a trigger pulse of + 350 V. The

thyratron is the main high voltage switch in the laser head.

The following guideline should be used if the start up procedure of

the laser is interrupted at any point. Please bear in mind that the

laser can only be operated if no interlock is activated.

1) Heater Power Supply

Turn on mains

The heater power supply is located in the thyratron power supply.

The heater voltage can be measured between the blue and the

black/blue cables at the rear panel of the thyratron power supply.

This measurement has to be performed while the thyratron is on and

at its operating temperature. Do not remove the blue and the

black/blue cable. The voltmeter can be pluged into the rear of the

supply cable plugs. A typical heater current is 13A.

2) Reservoir Power Supply.

key switch

"

Power on indicator

lamp comes on.

1

no
--------~>~Check line power, check indicator lamp,

Check fuses 1, 5, 7, 8 in control unit.

In 208 V models, check fuse 2 as well.

Push "HV On" button

no
--------)~Check all interlocks (all LED's must

be off). Check if the remote control

interlock plug is properly

connected.

Check fuses 7, 8 and 9.

HV on indicator

lamp comes on.

comes on

1=0

G no
as circulation fan --------ll>ll>Check fan motor.

Check supply voltage.

3) Bias and Trigger Pulse

The bias and the trigger pulse can be measured with a high

impedance probe. The signal should be taken from the black coded

BNC trigger plug wi thout disconnecting the thyratron. This can be

done by using a BNC T connector. The trigger plug is located at the

rear panel of the control unit.

Using the same technique as for the heater supply, the reservoir

vol tage can be measured between the red and black/red cables. A

typical reservoir current is 3.5 A.

~ ,

green

"Power supply ready"

,
\.-

LED on HV power

supply front panel

comes on

no
----~--~)Call service.
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gas processor voltage
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no---;» Check supply vol tage.
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B. Th~_~as~£_discharge fires but no or too weak emission occurs

1) Check if the high voltage level is set to the right value.

Push "Laser antl,button

)

!

I

comes on.

1

Laser On indicator

lamp comes on

1MO

laser operates.

no) Check indicator lamp.

no
--~~>~Check if high voltage is set

to correct value ..

Check if trigger rep. rate

is high enough.

In case that the trigger mode

is "External" check if an appropriate

external trigger input is present.

Check all interlocks. If an inter

lock has become activated the

1 aser will be back in the "Power

On" mode.

Check if the thyratron reservoir

and heater voltages are set at

the correct values as given in

the test sheet.

Check if the trigger signal is present

at thyratron.

2) The gas mixture may be too old, wrong or contaminated. Exchange

the gas mixture and make sure that the new fi 11 agrees wi th the

data sheet. Check if the right bottles are connected and that the

gases have the specified purities. Make sure that the filling

manifold is clean and leak tight.

If there is reason to believe that the laser is not vacuum tight

any more a leak test as described in Installation - 5 - should be

performed.

3) Check the resonator optics for alignment, damage, dust and color

centers. Replace or clean the optics.

4) Check the thyratron reservoir voltage.

5) A peaking capacitor may be faulty. Visually check for any

discolored or cracked peaking capacitor.

6) Check if the moto~of the gas circulation fan on the reservoir

is operating and has the proper sense of rotation.

7) In rare cases the gas circulation fan motor does operate but an

internal bearing of the fan has become damaged. This condition is

indicated by a rattling noise inside the reservoir which occurs

when the fan motor is turned on or off.

c. Th~~~~E fires erratically

1) Check the thyratron reservoir voltage and set to specified

value. Decreasing the reservoir voltage by one step can stop the
• .£" •m:LsJlrlng.
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D. The laser shuts itself off during operation

1) Check if an interlock has become activated (see section: inter

locks)

2) If the mains circuit breaker has tripped, reset the mains

circui t breaker. .

Ili~l~

I ,I

,
r't

E. The laser does not fire with every trigger pulse.

1) This may happen if at maximum repetition rate the high voltage

is set to the maximum value. Decrease the high voltage level.

F. The laser pressure rises with no valve being operated

If the pressure in the laser head still rises after filling

procedures the solenoid valves in the filling lines Should be

checked for leak tightness.
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